Working principle of the staring IRST
With the development of IR technology, more and more IR caloric imaging systems are adopted by IRST. The caloric imaging system has developed two generations, the first is based on optical and mechanical scanning, and the second is mainly based on staring or scanning focal plane array. Fig.1 presents the second generation of IRST, which is commonly consisted by optic system, focal surface detecting subassembly, and video signal processing and vision system, there into focal plane array [10] can greatly prompt the scanning velocity and imaging quality. Generally, target detection is not only related with the scene contrast ratio, but also the resolving and analyzing abilities of the detection system. As Fig.1 shows, that the IR radiate www.intechopen.com power of the target and its background arrive at the caloric imaging system can be called the first stage of IRST; the power arrives at the focal plane detector with attenuation, then the power signal is changed into signal voltage according to different waveband responsibility, and visual gray image at last, which course can be called the second stage of the IRST. The first stage is related with the target distance, while the second stage is decided by the responding function itself of IRST. Here the e  is the extinction coefficient. At the second stage, the radiant power is changed into voltage, and sampled as image gray, which course can be described by the relationship between the radiance and image gray approximately as off La GL  
Where off L is the bias (constant) of target radiance, a is a constant related with the radiance and the pixel gray.
The relationship between IR pixel gray and radiance
As we usually adopted a two-dimensional staring focal plane array in infrared imaging system, which include N × M detection cells arranged as a matrix with N rows and M columns. After correction, each detection cell in the array has same IFOV, plus and bias. As the ultimate output of imaging system is image pixel, the correction is aimed to the relationship between the radiance   Li and the pixel gray   Gi (where "i" means the grade number of the pixel gray). The expression is shown as
If these parameters off L and a are known accurately, then we can get the radiance of the target through the image pixel gray. We can get above two parameters by calibration data of the blackbody source.
For the blackbody source, the radiance reached the sensor can be expressed as follows, the surface radiant temperature of the blackbody source is recorded as
is the blackbody source emittance,  is the emissivity of the blackbody source.  R  is the relative spectral response of the system, with a assumption that 
is absorption coefficient of the atmosphere. a T is temperature of the atmosphere. As the target is 1.13 meter away with the sensor, the atmospheric attenuation can be ignored. And it is regarded as surface target, so the radiance is shown as
As the IR sensors are in a special band, such as 3-5um and 8-12um, the radiance can be explained as [12]  
Here 1~2
F   denotes the ratio between the radiance of the given waveband with wavelength 1~2
  and the one of the whole band. This can be gotten by the datasheet [13] .  is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, T b is temperature of the blackbody source. (3-5 um) and LM (8-12 um) staring infrared sensor, there integration time are 2500 and 200 us respectively; the blackbody source is a surface source and its temperature is adjustable from 5 to 100 ; the environmental temperature is 24 ; the relative humidity is 50 %. Fig.2 shows IR images of the blackbody source in 30 and 40 respectively: 
The blackbody source calibration test
Here m a and l a denoted the variation ratio of MW and LM respectively, Moff L and Loff L denoted the radiance bias of MW and LW respectively.
After the blackbody source calibration, we can get the relationship between the target radiance, temperature and image gray, so we can use the outfield infrared images to analyze the infrared characteristic of the target.
Passive ranging based on single-band IRST

Radiance difference between point target and its background
When a target is quite far away from the IRST, the target image can not fill in the full detector elements, and the target can be treated as a point target [11] , which is difficult to be ranged when a target is actionless as there is no shape, size etc. characteristics. Thus a target can only be ranged by using radiant and movement characteristics. At this scene, target, background and path radiance can arrive at the detector elements. The whole radiance of target and background is defined as
For IR detection system, the whole radiance of target and background received by the detector is
where t I is the target whole radiant power, b L is the background radiance, a L denotes the atmosphere path radiance,   1 R  denotes the average atmosphere transmission on the transmitting path within the waveband of the detector, 1 R is the distance of a target and IRST, F is IFOV of the system, s  is instantaneous scene, t  is the angle between the target and the detector plane. When there is no target, the background will fill in the whole detector elements, and the received radiance is
Thus the radiance difference will be
Radiance difference between surface target and background
For surface target, instantaneous scene s  is smaller than angle t  , thus the target image will take up several or even tens of detector elements as shown in Fig.3 . Therefore the www.intechopen.com surface target image includes target edge pixels and interior pixels. These edge pixels may reflect target, background and path radiance, while interior pixels may be only related with target and path radiance. As Fig.4 depicts, surface target image includes inner pixels (denoted by "B") and edge pixels (denoted by "A"). Assuming an IR image produced by the staring IRST has N inner pixels and M edge pixels. For inner pixels, as the target is full to the detector elements, background radiance can not arrive at the detector, thus s  equals to t  , and the received radiance is, which is only decided by the target. For edge pixels, background radiance can arrive at the IR detector as the target is not full with the instantaneous scene. Assuming the IR radiance is tB L , which reflects the sum of target and background radiance. For simplifying, we further assume that the background radiance is uniform distributed, and angles of target edge to the detector centre are all equal, we thus have
Where L is the sum of target and background radiance, thus tZ tB LL L   , and the target whole radiance power is t I , besides
Where the radiance in the position of target corresponding pixel is ti L , ti  denotes the angle between target parts and detector element. t A stands for the target area. When the target does not exist, the corresponding elements are filled with background radiance, defined as
Therefore, the radiance difference L  of target and background is
Comparing with the radiance difference computation for point and surface target, the two are the same and can use a same ranging method to obtain the distance, while target area t A reflects their difference, which is more important to surface target.
Passive ranging for the airborne target with single waveband
Let the IRST be sustained in a ranging course, that there is no necessary for movement compensation for IR image. We thus take three targets measuring for target ranging. Set the IR image be (1 3 ) i fi   , and the interval between two measuring is same to T  . According to (1) , the corresponding i L  of the three images can be yielded from i f as
Where the total gray of the target whole pixels is t G , B G denotes the total gray of the whole pixels when there is no target. Here the image gray of the background is set to the surroundings' for the no reiteration property of IR image. As the measuring intervals are quite short, we thus hold that the target area of each image is near equal to each other. According to (17), we can obtain that As the intervals of the three frame image are very short, we hold that the target move equably in this course, thus the distance difference for two near measuring is equal to R  , that is 2132 RRRR R   , we can then obtain
From which the target distance 2 R and R  can be obtained. For point target, we can achieve the gray difference between target and background, making use of the gray of surroundings as the gray of background. But for surface target, compute the total pixels and the total gray of surface target when dividing surface target from image firstly, and then compute the total gray of background when replacing the gray of target with surrounding'. We achieve the gray difference between surface target and background accordingly.
Experiment results and error analysis
As the pivotal factor, different division thresholds result in the quantitatively difference of target pixels.
Experiment data is chosen from the image data when the plane is in the climbing phase. We choose 3 frames of image data per second, which has the equal space between frames, which is 240ms. Based on the algorithm provided in the paper, the distance of one target is achieved. The total experiment time is 10 seconds. Fig.6 present the distance comparison of surface target, which is counted by IR data of actual measurement in a period of time, and by the radar data. The distance comparison of point target is shown in Fig.7 , which contain the distance counted by the IR image of actual measurement in a period of time, the distance difference between frames, and the distance measured by radar. Restricted by the functionary distance of IR sensors, experiment time is only 5 seconds.
Hereinafter, the experiment results are analyzed:
1. For the actual experiment, the algorithm provided in the paper has a fixed error. The reason is that, the target is moving at a constant velocity in the hypothesis of this paper, but the phase of target climbing is an accelerated phase. Method of reduce error is reducing the gap between frames. 2. The target distance counted by long wave IR data is more accurate than which counted by medium wave data. The main reason is that, the functionary distance of long wave IR sensor is farer, and the contrast and the contour of target is clearer, which is propitious to acquire more accurate radiance difference between target and background, as to long wave IR image. The algorithm provided in the paper need to count the total pixels of target. Consequently, the distance counted has some jitter. But for radar, the change of target attitude has little effect on distance in range. 4. The results of counted distance of surface target are better than point target's. And, for surface target, the farer distance of target, the larger error of results. When the target is farer, the area of target is smaller in image. For surface target, division threshold and the total pixels of target is less accurate, which results in worse result of radiance difference between target and background, further, affect distance measure. But for point target, the distance of target is counted by single pixels. If the gray of these pixels is inaccurate, there will be larger error of distance measure or ranging. 5. A great influence on the veracity of distance measure has the atmospheric attenuation coefficient. This paper uses a average coefficient of atmospheric attenuation, which introduces a fixed error, in spite of omitting the complicated integral. 6. The algorithm about passive ranging of single-band provided in the paper has the following hypotheses: one is that target is moving at a constant velocity in the short time among measures approximately; another is that the area of target is approximately constant in the period. Thus, the algorithm fits the passive ranging of air mobile target well, instead of ground mobile target.
The measure error is analyzed:
Influences of radiance of background
The expression of (10) is the computation of the radiance of background for surface target. Because of in the actual imaging, we achieve the average radiance of background approximately, using of the gray of background around the target, instead of computing according to (10) when the target is divided up. And then according to the total pixels of target, compute the whole radiance of background, in this way, which has a fixed error itself. When it is a surface target, the error is severe.
Influences of the atmospheric extinction coefficient
Another error is brought into ranging due to the atmospheric extinction coefficient, which contains the following two aspects: (1) The error is introduced when using the average atmospheric extinction coefficient to simplifying the integral. (2) The atmospheric extinction coefficient is computed by the Lowtran7 software. When the circumstance parameter is inaccurate, the atmospheric extinction coefficient will has error, results in the error of ranging.
Influence of target range
The farer is target range, the larger error is introduced. When the target is farer, the area of target is smaller in the image, accordingly, results in compute error in the difference of radiation power between target and background, thus, affects ranging. For point/surface target, the difference of radiance difference between target and background is presents, when m R is the measure precision of range.
When compute the derivative of R, we has
According to (17), when the farer the target range is, the worse the measure precision is; the smaller is the resolution of the pixel gray of IR image, the better is the measure precision.
Surface target ranging based on single-station dual-band IRST
The algorithm above is also applicable for multiband, with a presupposition of point or tiny targets. When there are surface targets, the estimation of background radiance brings severe error, which causes the algorithm invalid. Therefore, another range measurement algorithm for surface targets is proposed in the next section.
Calculation of surface target radiance
When the target is far from the infrared detector, it can be regarded as a point target [11] .
There is not only the target radiation but also the background and path radiation can reach the detector cell. So the radiance flux of the detector cell is： , a M T  is the radiation flux density reflected by the atmospheric path ; a  is the transmission ratio of the light path between the infrared detectors and the target; t T is the temperature (K) of the target; a T is the atmospheric temperature (K).
When the military targets (such as aircraft) near the detector, the goal may occupy several even dozens of detector cells, so it is more appropriately to regard them as surface targets. As shown in Fig.3 , s  (the instantaneous field of view of the detector) is smaller than t  (the target stretching angle relative to the detector cell), so both target and background radiation can reach the fringe detection cell, but only the target and path radiation can reach the internal detection cell. Because the edge pixels are fewer than the internal pixels, the paper takes the internal pixels into count mainly. 
Passive ranging based on the single-station dual-band infrared images
Based on the equation (2) we can get the target radiance from the image pixel gray. In the above equation, the 1~2 F   , ae T and t  are known. The target temperature t T is known roughly, and the target distance R is unknown totally.
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As there are dual-band infrared sensors on the same platform. At the same time we can get two frames infrared image, they all aim at the same target area. According to expression (29) we can obtain the radiance of the same target area at different band.
Assume A means the same target area in the two infrared images; its temperature and distance should be equal approximately according to different band, recorded as A T (known roughly) and A r (unknown 
So we use the iteration method to get the t T and R from the above two equations.
There will be much error if we adopt only one pixel of the target in infrared image, so we must use a few pixels of the target at the same time.
Firstly after image matching, the two infrared images are aimed to the same scene; then the target is segmented and a few pixels are chose at the same position of the two images. Secondly the radiance i L according to each target pixel can be calculated by each pixel gray i G . Thirdly the target distance i r can be counted by the dual-band radiance of the pixels. Lastly the distance deduced by different target pixels should be chosen in reason and their average value will be used as the ultimate distance.
The algorithm is shown as follows Fig. 8 . The ranging process of surface target www.intechopen.com
Experiment results and error analysis
Experiments have been done to verify the ranging algorithm in October, the air temperature was 15 , the target was aircraft, FOV(Field Of-View) and IFOV(Instantaneous Field Of-View) of the two sensors were same as 10.8o × 8.1o and 0.5 mrad. Fig.9 show the LW and MW IR image at the same time, and the bright point was the aircraft. Test results and analysis:
1. From time2 to time5, the average error between measurement and calculation is less. The reason is that the radar ranging is based on radar scattering centres of the target, and the infrared ranging is based on the surface of the target, there will be errors unavoidably. 2. The errors at time 0 is remarkable because that the distance is very close at each moment, the target pixels have reached a saturation level according to the integration time of the infrared sensor, so the ranging is not accurate.
3.
With the distance become more and more farer, the target get smaller and smaller in the IR image. The target has become increasingly unclear according to the same sensor integration time (relative to above moment), it is very difficult to find a same pixel in two infrared images, so it will also have a greater error. 4. The target temperature is equal approximately in fig.10 . In fact, as it is the same target, the temperature won't have much change when the target distance is not half far enough. The above error is related with the sensor integration time. The paper will analyze the algorithm and find which factors will be likely to bring ranging error.
Will the inaccurate atmospheric extinction coefficient bring the ranging error?
From the equation 17 we can know that the error of atmospheric extinction coefficient will bring the ranging error.The error mainly includes the following two aspects: (1) the paper uses the average atmospheric extinction coefficient to simplify the integration process, it will bring ranging error. (2) The atmospheric extinction coefficient is calculated by LOWTRAN7 software in this paper, inaccurate environmental parameters will lead to inaccurate calculation, and therefore it will cause the ranging error.
Will the mismatch of pixels bring the ranging error?
If the chosen pixels are not in the same position of a target, their range and radiance is different, so it will bring errors in ranging process.
As the ground environment is more complex than the air environment, the algorithm has only used in airborne ground targets ranging; the author will do more tests to carry out ground targets ranging.
Conclusion
This paper regarded passive ranging based on IR radiation characteristics as researching background. The operating principle of staring IRST was analyzed. Then the relationship www.intechopen.com between IR pixel gray and radiance was deduced. And the parameters were got through the blackbody source calibration test. In the single-band and dual-band situations, according to point and surface target, we deduced two ranging methods respectively. Lastly the algorithm was validated for point and surface target by outfield IR image, the ranging error was analyzed also.
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